
Conveys basic information about education reform issues to assist individuals concerned about school improvement. Provides practical advice on how to organize local reform efforts through examples of programs, resources, and tips on strategies. Appendix includes organizational resources and a glossary.


A compilation of over 50 exemplary programs and projects in elementary and secondary schools. Intended for individuals interested in the impact and implications of technology in education. Content and cases based on a nationwide reputational survey done in late 1993. Case studies include program goals and descriptions, location, costs, and contact person(s). Includes keyword, educational level, state, and contact person indexes.


Geared for a novice audience of elementary through college educators and preservice teachers. Explains in four parts basic computer fundamentals, integrated telephony, educational radio and instructional television, and new technologies for instruction. Presents the information through a question-and-answer format. Each chapter contains lists of recommended periodicals, resources, and references.


This second edition includes some changes in copyright law and practice, particularly with respect to copyright notice, library circulation of computer software, and copying for research purposes. Contains chapters covering such topics as fair use, library and classroom copying, off-air taping, and videocassettes. Eight appendixes include resources and addresses, Internet copyright sources, and selected court cases.


ESL educators, especially those who work with limited English proficient students, are the intended audience. Twelve chapters include coverage of linguistic foundations; second language learners; ESL programs; teaching approaches; special education; and ESL resources. Each chapter contains references. Author and subject indexes.


Fourteen chapters discuss a range of issues which surround the educational experiences of primarily Hispanics, Asian and African Americans. The initial chapters provide historical and conceptual background. Contains a selected bibliography and index. Chapters include notes or references, some extensive.


An annual listing of all curriculum materials displayed at the Annual Conference of the Association. Materials are from classroom teachers, school systems, and education agencies. Directory materials are divided by subject areas such as ESL, home economics, language arts, and thinking skills. Entries include grade level, price, format, contact person, and abstract.


This annotated bibliography reviews the literature on cooperative/collaborative learning in books, journal articles, and non-print materials in the English language from 1990. Sources cited have been published mainly in the United States and also...
is divided into books and journal articles; the section on practical considerations covers books, articles, computer software, games, video and audio cassettes, periodical titles, subject areas, and such special topics as multicultural education and teacher education. Author, title, subject indexes. Excludes ERIC documents, dissertations, book reviews and book chapters.


Describes the status of state telecommunications trends and activities. Entries arranged by state. Contains information concerning key planners, recent developments, statewide and local planning, statewide and local networks, higher education, K-12, and funding for higher education and K-12. Includes an executive summary, an overview of educational telecommunications, and a glossary of interstate educational telecommunications providers.


Provides resources, advice, and tips on use of the Internet for K-12 educators, college faculty and administrators, students, parents, and lifelong learners. Although some familiarity with the Internet is assumed, an appendix contains a guide to the Internet and its tools. Includes an index and a second appendix devoted to the ERIC system network.


Contains chapters on technology in education including software and innovative technology-based practices. Chapters are divided into five sections: vision, classroom applications, regional networks, global networks, and monitoring the electronic classroom. Includes chapter references and index.


This directory for education professionals provides state by state statistics, funding and grant resources, textbook publishers, state and federal agencies with contact names, education suppliers, publishers and publications, and employment resources. Includes product name, publisher, and subject indexes.


Provides an overview of the federal tax rules relating to the different types of retirement plans, savings plans, health plans, and dependent care plans available to NEA members through state or local governments. Report is based on the law in effect on August 15, 1994.


This first edition lists 1,609 funding programs in alphabetical order, followed by four indexes: subject, sponsoring organizations, grants by program type, and geographic. Programs listed incorporate educational programs, social services, and selected research grants. Each listing in the grant programs section includes a description of the program with its focus and goals, eligibility requirements, restrictions, funding amounts, application and renewal dates, and sponsor information. Also includes a guide to proposal planning and writing by Lynn E. Miner.


Study reports state level public education retention rates by race. The analysis approximates education retainees of state resident 18-year old racial cohorts for high school graduation (spring 1992), in-state public college first-time entrance (fall 1992), and baccalaureate graduation (1990-91). Includes charts and master table of state public education retention rates by race.


Compiles major research and scholarship on multicultural education as a field of study and an emerging discipline. Divided into 11 parts which include key issues in the field, research and research issues in multicultural education, critical theories, and the challenges and opportunities of educating specific ethnic groups. Name and subject index.


Contributed chapters give descriptions of Internet sites selected by SLA divisions, caucuses or units. Entry descriptions include value-added information about the resource. Includes a chapter on searching the Internet, guidelines for the contributed chapters, and an index. Education Division chapter contributed by Deborah Garson.


Nineteen articles present research studies on educational equity for minorities. Intended for use by policymakers in the field of higher education and minority policy; heads of educational associations concerned with minority participation in colleges and universities; presidents, provosts, deans, and faculty in higher education institutions; members of minority communities as well as those involved in policy research; and students who study policy implementation. Includes chapter references and index.

Contains practical information on how to organize local education funds to support public education. Chapters range from coverage of a selection of privately funded local projects and activities to such basic topics as fund raising concepts, organizational issues, annual fund drives, direct mail and telephone fund raising, and raising funds through special events. Lengthy appendixes provide actual examples of public education fund articles of incorporation, bylaws, case statement and proposals, various forms, and program selection criteria.


Focuses on leadership from the perspective of the teacher rather than the school administrator. Written in three parts, the first, “The Nature of School Leadership,” describes teacher leaders and how they lead, followed by “The Instructional Process,” which is devoted to chapters on the practical aspects of planning instruction and evaluation. The final section, “Teachers Working Together to Reclaim Schools,” covers professional development and peer coaching. Includes references and an index.


A practical resource for parents on computer software for children. Covers basic information on getting started to CD-ROM programs and multimedia. Reviews give age range as well as tips for using programs. Appendices have recommended programs and software publishers. Includes index.


Describes a plan entitled the Schoolwide Enrichment Model (SEM) designed for general education. Eight chapters cover background information about the model, delivery components, organizational components, and resources for implementing the model. Includes bibliography, author and subject indexes.


This bibliography organizes the citations under six sections: telecommunications: general; telecommunications technologies; systems planning, organization and implementation; use in education and training; applications: audio and audiographic; and applications: video and interactive multimedia. Covers the period 1980 to 1994, with emphasis from 1988.


The first part of this resource includes chapters on the causes, consequences, and legal aspects of sexual harassment in the schools, as well as successful programs of prevention. The second section contains curriculum guides for grades K-12. The appendixes include sample policies, forms, and notices; guidelines; sample court cases; organizational resources; glossary; and references.


Provides 940 annotated entries for books and journals, both popular and professional, which focus on the practical aspects of child care. Chapters cover such topics as family life, daily care for all age groups, growth and development, parental responsibilities, and children in crisis. Each chapter contains a directory section of entries for appropriate organizations. Includes a chapter on print and nonprint reference materials; an appendix of statistical data; and author, title, subject indexes.


In its second year of publication, this source compiles federal statutes from the United States Code and U.S. government agency regulations from the Code of Federal Regulations. Covers statutory provisions to January 1, 1995 for the areas of education, labor, environment, and civil rights; agency regulations to October 1, 1994, for education, labor, age discrimination, equal employment, disabilities, the environment, and civil rights. This 1995 edition provides selected provisions from the Improving America’s Schools Act of 1994 and the Goals 2000: Educate America Act. Subject index included.
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